
Top 17 Smart
Christmas
Gift Ideas

We want to help you take the stress out of
Christmas shopping!

A B S O L U T E  A V  C O N S U L T I N G

When they open your present, it will
bring a smile to their face!



1. Screen Magnifier for Smartphone
If the person likes watching movies on their phone while they are traveling, camping, or

anywhere, this would be the perfect gift for them! It works with any smartphone.

3. Mr. Coffee Mug Warmer
Looking for a present for a coffee drinker? This coffee warmer would be perfect for them!

Their coffee would always stay warm.

4. Fourheart Rechargeable Hand Warmer
Are you looking for a gift for someone that hunts, camps, goes to football games in the
cold, or just complains about the cold all the time? This would be the perfect gift! It also

has a spare power bank for electronic devices if needed.

$18

$22

$15
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2. Google Nest Mini $49
The Nest is another voice control. It will help you stream music, call someone, tell you

the weather, and so much more. If you know someone that needs a "free assistant" this
gift is for them!

5. B-hyve Smart Sprinkler System $84
Trying to find a gift for a gardener? This sprinkler system provides watering

based on the site conditions such as slope, soil type, sun, or shade. It
adjusts automatically to give the right amount of water needed to your

plants.



6. Click & Grow
Is there anyone you know that has talked about wanting to grow some herbs, but they

don't have a green thumb? This would be perfect for them!

7. LifeFuels Smart Bottle 
Anyone that loves to live healthy, and likes being eco-friendly, would love this gift. It turns
regular water into a drink they will love. Use the little pods to get natural flavors, essential

vitamins, and nutrients.

8. Bluetooth Smart Pen & Notebook Set
Do you know anyone that likes to take notes "the old fashioned way", but they would like
to be able to quickly add them digitally? This would be perfect for them! Write down your

notes and it will automatically transfer to your device.

9. Bose Frames
These Bluetooth sunglasses would be perfect for someone who likes listening to music.

They are designed for the person wearing the glasses to hear the music but anyone
around can barely hear it.

$249

$149

$149

$100

10. Google Pixel Buds $179
Are you trying to find a gift for a travel lover? Not only do these buds have
awesome audio but they can also give real-time translations right in your

ear!
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11. Apple TV
If you are buying a gift for an iPhone user, they may like an Apple TV. They will be able

to enjoy their existing library of music, photos, and videos. They can also enjoy
streaming apps like Netflix, Hulu, and Disney+.  

15. Basic WiFi * 
Powerful, high-performance wireless router designed for today’s small connected home

and delivers an exceptional experience at an affordable price.

13. Amazon Echo Dot
The Echo Dot would bring a smile to a lot of people's faces. This small device can do
many things. You can listen to music from any of your favorite streaming apps. If your

hands are tied but need to call someone, you can tell Alexa to do it for you. You can use
the Echo to add voice control to your smart home.

$19

$150

$299

12. Nixplay 2k Smart Digital Picture Frame $180
This would be the perfect gift for grandparents! You can create a photo sharing network,

so that they always have new pictures to look at even if the family is miles a part from
each other. This would be a gift that would keep going everytime you add a new picture!
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14. Dolby Atmos Speaker System * $400 OFF
Upgrading your loudspeaker system is one of the easiest, most effective
ways for elevating your media room's performance. Dolby Atmos® has

revolutionized the cinema experience with immersive sound that puts you in
the middle of the story.



If your spouse loves interior-design, this would be perfect for them! You could turn that
boring black TV screen into an art piece when it is not in use.

Projector trade-in: Upgrade your existing projector (working or not) to a laser powered
one and enjoy a $2500 trade-in allowance 

Call Absolute AV Consulting for any of the *, and
we would love to help you with these!!

615.656.8900

16. Eclipse Art Lift *  

*BONUS*
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Starting at $8,000

17. Chora series speaker *
These loudspeakers bring Focal technology to all music lovers who crave a quality

sound and appreciate sleek, on-trend design.

15% off



Name Gift Amount
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